
 

 

Smell the Raindrops:  

One young woman's journey through  

life, love and recovery 
 

 

Synopsis 

 
Against the backdrop of civil and women's rights, a beautiful 

story of personal transformation unfolds. The daughter of a 

successful businessman and his stylish wife, Bethany Ann 

grows up in Memphis, studies in Maine, and experiences a 

bittersweet mix of love, heartbreak and triumph in California. 

Her number one guiding force at every stage is an enduring 

friendship, first in person and later in spirit, with her 

African-American nanny Karine, a nurturing woman of quiet 

strength who raised Bethany Ann as if she was her own 

daughter. A rewarding read and an immersive experience that 

brings history alive through a poignant personal story,  Smell 

the Raindrops belongs in book group discussions across 

America.  

 
 

Bio  
 

B. A. Austin is an independent art history lecturer 

with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Bowdin College 

and a Master of Arts degree from the University of 

Memphis. She has served as an adjunct professor of 

art history at the University of San Diego. In Europe 

she completed in-depth studies on a number of 

subjects including renaissance architecture, and she is 

proficient in French. After living in Tennessee, 

Maine and California, Ms. Austin created this 

memoir-style work of fiction based on her 

observations and impressions, capturing the nuance 

of each location along with its rich culture.



Q&A 
 
 
1. What/who inspired me to write “Smell the Raindrops”? 

1. Corinne 

2. To Kill a Mockingbird 

3. My personal journey of recovery 

 

2. Why did I write the book? 

 

Two reasons. One, this was something of a healing process for me. An opportunity to reflect on the 

defining moments of my life. An opportunity to forgive not only those closest to me, but to forgive myself. 

Addiction can be such a dark, powerful force in ones life. Without the love and forgiveness of others, 

there’s no way you can love and forgive yourself. 

 

Second. This was my opportunity to say thank you to those who walked alongside me in my journey of 

recovery. While this story is fiction, it’s very much based on real events in my life. The special bond I had 

with my African American nanny was a tremendous blessing and very much shaped the person I am 

today. This book is my thank you letter to her. 

 

3. Is my story relevant today? 

 

Sadly yes. Race relations in America are again straining the very fibers of what makes our country great. 

My relationship with Corinne gave me a unique perspective, especially at such a tumultuous time in our 

history. Having lived through the civil rights movement, it gives me a unique perspective, one that I feel a 

responsibility to share. If more people had experienced the kind of unconditional love I received from 

Corinne, there would be a lot less bigotry and hate in the world.  

 

In terms of addiction, again, sadly yes. So many people struggle with this all too common issue. It breaks 

people, it breaks families, it’s just so destructive on so many levels. I haven’t had a drink in 20 years, and 

I’m thankful for that. But that doesn’t mean I’m fixed. No one is fully recovered, it’s a lifelong process. 

Those who have successfully battled addiction will tell you, it’s never over, but it can get better and 

everyday that you deny your addiction is a victory that should be celebrated.  

  

4. What advice would I give to those struggling with addiction? 

 

Get help. There are so many great programs out there that really work. I was lucky enough to have gone 

through treatment at the Betty Ford Center. While I realize that not everyone has the resources for such 

institutions, there are others out there, and if you put in the work, they work. Secondly, surround yourself 

with healthy, loving friends and family. Let them in, you can’t do it alone, no one can.  

 

5. What do I want readers to walk away with? 

 

Ultimately, this is a story of hope. It’s something we can all relate to. If you’ve never struggled with 

addiction, chances are, someone in your life has. Race relations are such a hot button topic, but should 

they be? What if we viewed the current racial tensions through a loving lens like Corrine taught me to? In 

the end, this is a story about hope and forgiveness. If we’re being honest with ourselves, we could use 

more stories about loving ourselves despite our addiction and loving others despite the color of their skin.  
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(This press release may be reprinted in part or entirety) 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Smell The Raindrops: Race, Recovery And The Lingering Cost Of Segregation 
 
Del Mar, CA– For all the pain it caused, segregation also contributed to expanding rings of healing, 
forgiveness and tolerance for a lucky few. Smell the Raindrops: One young woman's journey through life, 
love and recovery documents a personal story of addiction and the power of forgiveness within a rich and 
complex relationship. 
 
Segregation and social injustice created a peculiar bond between African-American women and the white 
children they so often raised as their own. Bethany Ann came from a wealthy white family in the 
segregated South. Karine came from a poor, black neighborhood at the peak of the civil rights movement. 
They met in the heart, and the quiet strength and nurturing force of Karine became an enduring 
touchstone. 
 
Although Karine's wisdom and physical presence do not follow Bethany Ann into adulthood, the 
relationship is a gift with a lasting impact. A poignant personal story, Smell the Raindrops is also a 
compelling commentary on the past and present racial climate in our country. 
 
B. A. Austin is an independent art history lecturer with a Bachelor of Arts from Bowdoin College and a 
Master of Arts from the University of Memphis.  Austin created this memoir-style work of fiction based 
on her own experiences across the country, infusing each page with a deep sense of place and time. It is a 
journey across America, across several generations, bringing readers intimately close to day-to-day events 
that shaped our history. 
 
For more information, visit: www.baaustin.com  
 
Smell the Raindrops 
BA Austin 
Available at the author's website: http://www.baaustin.com/books 
and online everywhere 
ISBN-13: 978-0989504737 
### 



 

TIP SHEET 

 

Amazon readers say: 

 

"The values, faith and unconditional love Bethany Ann cherished from her childhood nanny helped her 

find the courage and confidence to overcome her self-destructive behaviors….I found the book to be very 

inspiring." 

 

"...heart-warming and heart-wrenching, Bethany Ann's journey into womanhood during the turbulent 

1960's is a powerful reminder of our nation's dark history with segregation….a story of hope in dark 

times, of love and loss, a story of faith and forgiveness in the face of addiction.” 

 

"written with love, heart, and authenticity. BA Austin writes with such transparency in regards to 

addiction, and overcoming what many think impossible.” 

 

"...keen insight and quiet strength...through segregation, addiction, and seemingly endless 

loss…exhilarating….I could not put this book down!” 

 

"Beautiful, tender, and real - this is a story that goes from Memphis to Maine to Southern California, with 

plenty of raindrops and teardrops in between, and generous measures of love, forgiveness, redemption, 

and compassion in each chapter. A highly worthwhile read.” 

 

 




